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Uniform distribution in locally compact groups

L. A. Rttbel1), University of Illinois

In [12], Weyl introduced and studied the notion of uniform distribution
mod 1, that is, uniform distribution on the circle group. Later, Eckmann [2]
extended the notion to compact topological groups, and obtained analogues of
some of Weyl&apos;s results. Recently, Niven [7] introduced the notion of uniform
distribution on the integers Z, and obtained some results that were later
extended by S. Uchiyama [11]. We show that ail thèse notions of uniform
distribution are spécial cases of the more gênerai notion of uniform
distribution on a locally compact group, and show how some of the results of
Niven and Uchiyama follow easily from the gênerai theory.

We also define a notion of monogenic group that generalizes van Dantzig&apos;s

notion of monothetic group. Both &quot;monothetic&quot; and &quot;monogenic&quot; are extensions

of &quot;cyclic&quot;. But &quot;monothetic&quot; involves the topological structure, whereas
&quot;monogenie&quot; emphasizes the measure-theoretic structure.

Throughout this paper, we use the word &quot;group&quot; to dénote locally compact
topological groups. For the basic facts we use about groups, the book of
Pontbyagin [8] will serve as référence, while the book of Rudin [9] will serve
as référence for ABEiian groups. Our bibliography includes several items that
are not referred to in the text.

We now briefly recall some of the theory of uniform distribution on compact
groups, essentially foliowing [2], We dénote by m the unique (left) Haar
measure on G, normalized so that m (G) 1.

Définition (Eckmann). If G is a compact group, the séquence {xv}, v

1,2,3,..., of éléments of G is said to be uniformly distributed provided
that for each continuons complex-valued function f on G,

1 N
lim -j^- Z f(xv) =¦ J fdm.

Proposition (Eckmann). If G is a compact group, then {xv} is uniformly
distributed in G if and only if

hm —i—i-= m(A)

for each measurable set A^G such that m {dA) 0, where N(A) isthenumber
of xv contained in A for t&gt;=l,2,...,JV.

1 This research was supported in part by an Air Force research grant.
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We remark that the important condition that m(dA) 0 was omitted
in [2].

Theorem (Eckmann). // G is commet, ihen {xv} is uniformly distributed
in G if and only if

Km -^ Z D{x,) 0

for each non-trivial irredueible représentation D of G.

Theorem (Eckmann). // G is compact and AsELian, ihen {xv} is uniformly
distributed in G if and only if

lim ± 2 (x,,y) 0 (1)

for each non-trivial continuous character y in the Pontryaqjn dual group F.
We shall refer to (1) as the Weyl criterion. We now présent Niven&apos;s [7]

définition of uniform distribution of a séquence of integers.

Définition (Niven). The séquence {#„}, v 1,2,3,..., of integers is said
to be uniformly distributed mod (n), where n &gt; 2 isan integer, provided that

lim -==-4(JV,7\n) —
N-+O0 Jy n

for each j, 1 &lt;j&lt;n, where A (N, j, n) is the number of xv, v 1, 2,. JV,

that are congruent to j mod (n). Further, the séquence {xy} is said to be uni-
formly distributed if it is uniformly distributed mod (n) for each n 2,3,4,....

We may now turn to the gênerai situation.

Définition. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of the group G. We say
that H is of compact index to mean that GjH is compact.

We recall that the topology on GjH is the weakest topology in which the
natural homomorphism &lt;pH : G -&gt; G/H is continuous, so that the open sets in

GjH are just the images, under &lt;pH, of the open sets in G.

Définition. // G is a locally compact group, we say that {xv} is uniformly
distributed in G provided that &lt;pH(xv) is uniformly distributed in GjH for
each closed normal subgroup H of compact index.

Proposition. // G is compact, then the above définition coincides with the standard

one.
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Prooî. Suppose that {xv} is uniformly distributed in G according to the
above définition. Taking for H the trivial subgroup consisting of the identity,
we see that {xv} is uniformly distributed in G aceording to the standard
définition. Conversely, if {xv} is uniformly distributed in G according to the
standard définition, let H be a closed normal subgroup of compact index, and
let / : G/H -&gt; C be a continuous function. It must be shown that

1 N

-w E f((pH(x,)) -&gt; J fdm&apos; as N-&gt;oo,
JV v~l G/H

where m&apos;is Haar measure on G)H. But / o &lt;pH is continuous on G, so that

1 N
~w Z f(&lt;PH{%*)) ~&gt; J jowEdm as N-+oo

and the resuit follows, since

J fdm&apos; J / o (pHdm
g/h o

by the uniqueness of Haab measure on GjH.

Proposition. // G Z, then the above définition coïncides with Niven&apos;s

définition.

Prooî. It is easily seen that the subgroups H of Z that are of compact index
are just the groups nZ {0, -t n, ± 2n,...} for n= 1,2,3,.... The
corresponding quotient groups are Zn, the cyclic group with n éléments. But
it is easy to see that {xv} is uniformly distributed mod (n) if and only if the
residue classes of the xv are uniformly distributed as éléments of Zn, since the
Haar measure on Zn assigns mass 1/n to each of its éléments.

From this proposition, the next results follow easily. They were partially
formulated and proved by Niven [7], and completed by Uchiyama [11].

Theorem (Niven/Uchiyama). In order that the séquence {xv} of integers be

uniformly distributed mod (n), it is necessary and sufficient that

1 N fi \
lim -^ S eU-d 0

NVal \n J

for each j 1, 2,..., n — 1, where

e(x) ex&apos;p(2nix)
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Corollary. In order that the séquence {xv} of integers be uniformly distributed,
it is necessary and sufficient that

1 N
lim -=r=- 27 e(rxv) 0

for each rational number r that is not an integer.

Proof. The characters y on Zn are easily seen to be of the form

A direct application of the Weyl criterion now gives the proof.

Remark. It is now clear what the définition of uniform distribution on the
GAUSsian integers Z2 Z©Z&gt; or on Zn in gênerai, should be. Regarding Ztl

as a lattice in EucuDean n-space Rn, the condition that the séquence {xv}
be uniformly distributed is just the requirement that the xv fall with proper
limiting frequency in each w-dimensional sublattice of Zn, since thèse are

easily seen to be the subgroups of compact index. It is now possible to extend

part of a resuit of Niven [7] to the case of higher dimensions, giving a resuit

bearing some resemblance to Kronecker&apos;s theorem. The proof is entirely
analogous to Niven&apos;s proof, and we omit it. We hâve not sought a complète
characterization of the n-tuples (#i,#2&gt;- • -&gt;#J ^hat work. In case n 1,

Niven showed that the numbers ê of the form #=l/fc,&amp; ±l,±2,...
work, as well as the irrational numbers ê, and thèse are ail. It seems likely
that some of the other results of Niven and of M. Uchiyama and S. Uchiyama
[10] will also generalize.

Theorem. Suppose that the n-tuple (t?1,^2&gt;- • •&gt;#«) °f real numbers is such

that the set 1, ê1, ê2 » • • • #w i&gt;8 Unearly independent over the rationals. Then the

séquence {xp} in Zn given by

is uniformly distributed in Zn, where [y] dénotes the intégral part of y.
We now turn to generalizations of cyclic groups.

Définition (van Dantzig). An Abélian group 0 is called monothetic if there

is an élément x in 0 such that the séquence {nx}, n 1, 2, 3,..., is every-

where dense in G.
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Définition. An AsEÙan group G is catted monogenic if there is an élément x
in G such that the séquence {n x}, n 1, 2, 3,. is uniformly distributed in G.

A resuit of Eckmann [2], using the Weyl criterion, shows in effect that
every monothetic group is monogenic, while it is clear that every compact
monogenic group is monothetic, since a uniformly distributed séquence in a
compact group must be everywhere dense. Not every monogenic group is

monothetic, however, as the example G Rd shows, where Rd is the real
numbers in the discrète topology. Indeed, it is easily seen that every séquence
in Rd is uniformly distributed. It is known [2], [3] that each monothetic group,
except for Z, is compact, and also that each compact connected ABEtian group
is monothetic.

Proposition. Let G be an ÂBEÙan group, and let F be its dual. In order that
G be monogenic, it is necessary, but not sufficient, that each discrète subgroup of
F be isomorphic to a subgroup of T, the circle group,

Proof. The condition is necessary, since if Fx is a discrète subgroup of F,
then F1 is the dual of GjH, where

H F± {xeG : {x, y) 1 for each j
and H is of compact index since GjH is compact, being the dual of a discrète

group. From [2], [3] we hâve that a compact group is monothetic if and only
if its dual group is a subgroup of T. Furthermore, a compact group is monothetic

if and only if it is monogenic. This proves the first assertion. For the
second assertion, take G R. It is easy to see that R is not monogenic. But
the dual group of R is again R, and each discrète subgroup of R is of the form
aZ {0, ± a, ± 2a,...}. If a £ 0, then aZ is isomorphic to the subgroup
of T generated by exp 2ni&amp; for any fixed irrational &amp;, while the case a 0
is trivial.

We conclude with some remarks. One might say that an ABEiian group G
is unithetic, say, in case each discrète subgroup of the dual of G is isomorphic
to a subgroup of the circle group. But this notion does not seem too promising.
Also, the définition has been proposed (in conversation) that a séquence {xp}
be called, say, equidistributed in the ABEiian group G provided that {xv}
is uniformly distributed in the Bohr compactification of G. This définition
seems unpromising, especially since it differs in the case G Z from Niven&apos;s

définition.
In another direction, the séquence {v112} is uniformly distributed in fî. This

is équivalent to the assertion, whose simple proofwe omit, that {tvl /2} is uniformly
distributed mod (1) for each real t, t $ 0.
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Âddet in prooi:

It has recently corne to our attention that J. Cigler, in his paper Folgen
normierter Masse aufkompakten Gruppen, Zeitschrift ftir Wahrscheinlichkeits-
theorie 1, 3-13 (1962), has a définition of uniform distribution on R in terms
of almost periodic functions, that can be shown to be équivalent to ours. In
a talk, of which there is a mimeographed version, at the Mathematical Center
ofAmsterdam in January 1964, entitled Einige Fragen der Théorie der Gleich-

verteilung, Cigleb outlined some further ideas related to the contents of this
paper.

Two of our colleagues at the University of Illinois, J. J. Rotman and C. T.
Rajagopalan, hâve recently obtained a characterization of the discrète mo-
nogenic groups as being certain distinguished subgroups of direct products of
finite groups and groups of p-adic integers. Finally, we hâve recently obtained
some results that extend the results of the présent paper to apply to séquences
of measures (actually to so-ealled densities, which are more gênerai than meas-

ures) on locally compact groups, and expect to publish them in due course.
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